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3/4 LIMITINGCOND''IONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

T W

P R

3.1.2.8 Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

A boric acid storage system and associated heat tracing with:

A minimum usable borated water volume of 5650 gallons,

Between 20,000 and 22,500 ppm of boron, and

A minimum solution temperature of 145'F.

The refueling water storage tank with:

l. A minimum co'ntained volume of ggQQQQ575rg00 gallons of water,

2. Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

A minimum sotudori temperature of 70'F aud7:tu'maaunum soluttoti

temperatu~re o~twf00'Jj.

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

With the boric acid storage system inoperable, restore the'storage system to

OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6

hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% hk/k at

200'F; restore the boric acid storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7

days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status

within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

V

4.1.2.8 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT1 Page 3/4 1-16 AMENDMENT40, 444, 214



3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUiiENTATION

n i ued

Y T

9. MANUAL

TOTAL NO
OF

MINIMUM
CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLEiiiiui QH!Iiiluii Iia 'ii SC1m

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (Sl)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water

System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

2/train

1/train

1/train

1/train

2/train

1/train

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

18

18

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

1/train 1/train 1/train 1, 2, 3, 4 18

d. Steam Line Isolation

e. Containment Aig
Recirculation

10. CONTA'lHMEN1 AIg
RECIRCULM1ON FAQ

a. hfan~u

c, Containment, Piessure - Htg8

2/steam line (I 2/steam line 2/operating
per train) (1 per train) steam line (1

per train)

EJtratti '1/frag

2

1, 2, 3

1,2,$

1,2,)

20

13

14$
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUViKNTATION

BLE -4

RED P TP

P I W B V

9. Manual

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (SI)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water

System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

d. Steam Line Isolation

e. Containment +
Recirculation Sag

10. COHrNHMEN'Alp
RECIRCULATION.F~A

a. Ivfanug

b. Automattc Acomauon~oig

c. 0oittam~ment essure - HigH

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

8'ot Apphcabfg

Less~an oregua to f.t psig

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

No A~fi"cab/

Less than or equal to 1.2 psig
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t 3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREiVEENTS

3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

TB4-2 id

gg F
V ER

EN

TRIP
ACTUATING MODES IN

CHANNEL DEVICE WHICH
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONAL SURVEILLANCE

9. Manual

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (SI)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and Exhaust

Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation

Ceruainntent-Air-Reeifeulation
Fan

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation

d. Steam Line Isolation

e."Coeminmeae'AiFRe~arc aiioi!
Fa

10. CORI"AINMENTMg
RECIRCULATIONFAa

a.'Matinal

b. Automatic XctMmon Keg
'a

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.Ag

hA~

8

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H3g

N.A.

N.A.

Q

N.N

See Fundional Unit 9

M(2) M~A

M(3) egg

l, 2, 3, 4

I, 2, 3, 4

I, 2, 3, 4

~I,2'9

'1,2,8
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREi4ENTS
3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEiMS (ECCS)

4 W T K

3.5.5 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with:

A minimum contained volume of 350-,00Ql375',50() gallons of borated water.

b. Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

c. A minimum water temperature. of 70epmd'a.maxuuum,water~tern erature~of;fOO~F.

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

With the refueling. water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in at

least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

V I

4.5.5 The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by:

1. Verifying the contained borated water level in the tank, and

Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature.

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT1 Page 3/4 5-11 AMENDMENTSB, 444, 214



3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREivEENTS
3/4.6 COliTAINMENTSYSTEMS

4. I D

JQUKD

3.6.5.1 The ice bed shall be OPERABLE with:

The stored ice having boron concentration of at least 1800 ppm (the boron being in the

form of sodium tetraborate), and a pH of 9.0 to 9.5 at 25'C,

Flow channels through the ice condenser,

A maximum ice bed temperature of 5 27'F,

Bach-ice baskets containing at least 4333~1'1+ lbs of ice+endwf-cycle, and

1944 ice baskets.

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

With the ice bed inoperable, restore the ice bed to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

V I

4.6.5.1 The ice condenser shall be determined OPERABLE:

At least once per 12 hours by using the ice bed temperature monitoring system to verify
that the maximum ice bed temperature is 5 27'F.

At least once per 18 months by:

Chemical analysis which verify that at least 9 representative samples of stored

ice have a boron concentration of at least 1800 ppm (the boron being in the

form of sodium tetraborate), and a pH of 9.0 to.9.5 at 25'C.

Weighing a representative sample of at least 144 ice baskets and verifyingthat
each thtt baske8 contains at least 4333 ~1'bs of ice ~endwf-cycle)..The

)

representative sample shall include 6 baskets from each of the 24 ice condenser

bays and shall be constituted of one basket each from Radial Rows 1, 2, 4, 6,

8 and 9 (or from the same row of an adjacent bay ifa basket from a designated

row cannot be obtained for weighing) within each bay. Ifany basket is found

to contain less than 4333 l'lg pounds of ice (end-.ofwycie), a representative (

sample of 20 additional baskets from the same bay shall be weighed. The

minimum average weight of ice from the 20 additional baskets and the

discrepant basket shall not be less than'%14 pounds/basket(end-of-cycle)

at a 95% level of confidence.

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNITI Page 3/4 6-26 AMENDMENTN, 480 220



3/4 LIMITINGCOiNDITIONS FOR OPERATION ANi DSURVEILLANCEREQUIREiWIENTS
3/4s5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEiMS (ECCS)

S V IL T nti ed

The ice condenser shall also be subdivided into 3 groups of baskets, as follows:

Group '1 - bays 1 through 8, Group 2- bays 9 through 16, and Group 3- bays

17 through 24. The minimum average ice weight of the sample baskets from
Radial Rows 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 in each group shall not be less than4333 1144

pounds/basket (end of-.cycle} at a 95% level of confidence.

The minimum total ice condenser ice weight at a 95% level of confidence shall

be calculated using'll ice basket weights determined during this weighing
program and shall not be less than gdothttQQ~gl222'(@ ponnds (cad'ofwycte).

(

3. Verifying, by a visual inspection of at least two flow passages per ice

condenser bay, that the accumulation of frost or ice on the top deck floor
.grating, on the intermediate deck and on flow passages between ice baskets and

past lattice frames is restricted to a nominal thickness of 3/8 inches. If one

flow passage per bay is found to have an accumulation of frost or ice greater

than this thickness, a representative sample of 20 additional flow passages

from the same bay shall be visually inspected. If these additional flow
passages are found acceptable, the surveillance program may proceed

considering the single deficiency as unique and acceptable. More than one

restricted flow passage per bay is evidence of abnormal degradation of the ice

condenser.

At least once per 18 months by verifying, by a visual inspection, each ice condenser

bay, that the accumulation of frost or ice on the lower inlet plenum support structures

and turning vanes is restricted to a nominal thickness of 3/8 inches. An accumulation

of frost and ice greater than this thickness is evidence of abnormal degradation of the

ice condenser.

At least once per 40 months by lifting and visually inspecting the accessible portions of
at least two ice baskets from each 1/3 of the ice condenser and verifying that the ice

baskets are free of detrimental structural wear, cracks, corrosion or other damage. The

ice baskets shall be raised at least 12 feet for this inspection.
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3/4 LIMTINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAINMENTSYSTEMS

I

I RE R

I TI ND

3.6.5.6 Two independent containment air recirculation systems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES I, 2, 3 and 4.

With one containment air recirculation system inoperable, restore the inoperable system to OPERABLE status

within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the

following 30 hours.

V L

4.6.5.6 Each containment air recirculation system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 3

months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

Verifying that the return air fan starts on an auto-start signal after a W.-l-tninute 120)
i2 seconttn delay, the motor operated vtdYe m:iEe.sucnonlina to lite contnntment s

lower compartmednt Opena;when the reium air fan,starmj and'the,'return air fiip operates

for at least 15 minutes (ap pitcabte in MODES~I. 'hr and 3 only),

Verifying that with the return air fan discharge backdraft damper locked closed and the

fan motor energized, the static pressure between the fan discharge and the backdraft

damper is 2 4.0 inches, water gauge,

Verifying that with the fan off, the return air fan damper opens when a force of
5 I I lbs is applied to the counterweight, and

-'~we
manually'...started '-Rom the,control room; a'nd" the.'notor. operated valve; in the, suctio p
fine to the conuunment's lower companment opens when ihe return sir fan startst.

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNITI Page 3/4 6-35 AMENDMENT80





3/4 BASES
3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

4 LI WT T N

The OPERABILITYof the RWST as part of the ECCS ensures that sufficient negative reactivity is injected into

the core to counteract any positive increase in reactivity caused by RCS system cooldown, and ensures that a

sufficient supply of borated water is available for injection by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA. Reactor coolant

system cooldown can be caused by inadvertent depressurization, a loss of coolant accident or a steam line rupture.

Consistent with the applicable LOCA analyses, the limits on RWST minimum volume and boron concentration

ensure that 1) when combined with water from melted ice, the RCS, and the accumulators, sufficient water is

available within containment to permit recirculation cooling flow to the core, and 2) the reactor will remain

subcritical in the cold condition following a LOCA assuming mixing of the RWST, RCS, ECCS water, andother

sources of water that may eventually reside in the sump, with all control rods assumed to be out.

The contained water volume limit includes an allowance for water. not usable because of tank discharge line

location or other physical characteristics.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWST also ensure a pH value of between

7.6 and 9.5 for the solution recirculated within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution

of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components.

The ECCS analyses to determine F< limits in Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.6 assumed a RWST water temperature

of 70'F. This temperature value of the RWST water determines that of the spray water initially delivered to the

containment following LOCA. It is one of the factors which determines the containment back-pressure in the

ECCS analyses, performed in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.

The "ECCS, and contamment integrity.-analyses assumed.a maximum R%'ST, water temperature- aSove 100'8~.

Maintaining RWST water, temperature. at, or below 100'F. ensures. the. containment spray system, will provide

sufficient pressuri'suppression capability to limit:the containment peak pressure transient to less than 12. psig, arid

that containment cooling willbe maintained- following a LOCA or'steam line rupture inside.contalnmen(

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT1 Page B 3/4 5-3 AMENDMENT53, 44), 488, ~, 220



3/4 BASES
3/4.6 COiVFAIN~iNTSYSTEMS

D

The requirements associated with each of the components of the ice condenser ensure that the overall system will
be available to provide sufficient pressure suppression capability to limit the containment peak pressure transient

to less than 12 psig during LOCA conditions.

/4 . E D

The OPERABILITYof the ice bed ensures that the required ice inventory will I) be distributed evenly through the

containment bays, 2) contain sufficient boron to preclude dilution of the containment sump following the LOCA,
aud 3) contain sufficient heat removal capability to condense the reactor system volume released during a LOCA,
4)'cotttaiii sufficienT'watento) m~anmn ade uatesump'mventory~vand55!result h~r~a's e LOCK~~sum pKwptthin the

allowed.-range. These conditions are consistent with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

TEe*,icortogether,:,v)tilt":f)te,',conteuunbutrsyray.,"tsiedettuate:to:aftsor PKe!uuva)T)owdown.'ohsteamb,aud.water ~ro

a design,b'asis accident.and the)additional heat loa'ds tha(would„entevr-:"containment.dur'tngfseyerial:hours'.following

the.;initial. blowdown.'headditional,hceiat.loads,'would; come;fiom'. the,'residual-'hea't."In tthe." reactor-'core"„.",the. h'ot

pi'ping,'and components,:.iandr the:secondarby system, includinI the steam geneiratog

Over the:course.of a fuel'cycle,",s~61b~mon;reduces the;weight of ice.",in)the',ice'.condenser; 3 Foi tlie ice condenser

to: be-considered. OPER'ABL'8,:,the.'minImum''as'-'found;"iceat weight-'of'".1 144".:poun'ds dpieur)"iceS basket; for tho'se: ice

baskets;selected for„,weighing per<the;suiveillavnce,'requiremenIs';:must:be;piesent.at;the.end,;ofia fuel. cycle;,- An
instrument measuremenwt!error aiiowhance,is, include'd,in)the-'revqnuircd;ininimum) icte'basket'weigtht': To,'accoount'-for

loss due,to.sublimation';;a con'serfvatiye'.'aver'argue,ice:bed,'sublimattown ofj0%':over-'an eigliteen'-inonth;period vls<u'seta.

Tihe,beginning-of-cycle,',or, as-left;ice:baosket w'epigh~t's'.adjuostedpaccoirdinfgly;to.ass'ure:the: L'CO'limitw'ill,be:met.'at

ihe.'end*of.each'fu'eitcycle

4 2

The OPERABILITY of the ice bed.temperature monitoring system ensures that the capability is available for

monitoring the ice temperature. In the event the monitoring system is inoperable, the ACTION requirements

provide assurance that the ice bed heat removal capacity willbe retained within the specified time limits.

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT1 Page B 3/4 6A AiMENDMENT4$ )) 220
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIOiNS FOR OPERATION ANi DSURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

W T

3.1.2.8 Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

A boric acid storage system and associated heat tracing with:

A minimum usable borated water volume of 5650 gallons,

2. Between 20,000 and 22,500 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 145'F.

The refueling water storage tank with:

A minimum contained volume of 3$QpQQQi37%5 gallons of water,

2. Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

A minimuni solution temperature of 70'F a~nd7ai.imaximum,'sofutton
iemperature, ofrT00"..

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

With the boric acid storage system inoperable, restore the storage system to

OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6

hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% dk/k at

200'F; restore the boric acid'storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7

days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status

within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

4.1.2.8 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT2 Page 3/4 1-16 AMENDMENT94, 434, 448, 199



3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMEiNTS
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

D F Y

7. TURBINE DRIVEN
AUXILIARYFEEDWATER
PUMPS

MINIMUM
TOTALNO. OF CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE

HL'~ DZKIMKJ! hHtuL~ aCYIQtl "

a. Steam Generator Water Level 3/Stm. Gen.
—Low-Low

b. Reactor Coolant Pump Bus 4-1/Bus
Undervoltage

8. LOSS OF POWER

2/Stm. Gen, 2/Stm. Gen.

any 2 Stm.
Gen.

1,2,3

1, 2, 3

14*

19+

a. 4 kV Bus Loss of Voltage 3/Bus

b. 4 Kv Bus Degraded Voltage 3/Bus

9. MANUAL

2/Bus

2/Bus

2/Bus

2/Bus

I, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

14*

14*

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (SI)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation
'uxiliaryFeedwater Pumps

Essential Service Water
System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

.Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

2/train

1/train

I/train

I/train

2/train

1/train

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

18

18

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A" "

Containment Purge and
~ Exhaust Isolation

I/train 1/train I/train 1, 2, 3, 4 18

d. Steam Line Isolation '/steam line (1

per train)
2/steam line 2/operating
(1 per train) steam line (I

per train)

I, 2, 3 20

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT2 Page 3/4 3-20 AMENDMENTA, 420, 137



3/4 LliiIITINGCOiiDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

TA

T E T

TOTAL NO. MINIMUM
OF CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE
CHSBEHU XD ~ IE QMihale bKLBB AC1eN

e. Containment
Air'ecirculation. Fatj

lltraiil 1/trap 1,2,3,$ 18

1O. C'OiiNINMENTA'lg
RECIRCULATIONFA$

a'. Manml

c. Contamment Pressure - Hips

1,2+
1, 2, $

'l9

ig

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT2 Page 3/4 3-20a MENDMENT I





t 3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

-4 n 'n d

T I T

W V

9. Manual

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (Sl)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water

System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

d. Steam Line Isolation

e. Contatnmentttq
Recirculation Fad

10. CONIAINMNrrÃg
RECIRCULATION�'FAQ

a. ManuaI

b. AutomattcXctuauon1ogg

c. Coiitauuneutttessure - tg

N.A.

N.A.

Less than or ettuai to l.f pstg

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

A~A

Not Appficabltt

Less than or equaj to 1.2 pstg

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT2 Page 3/4 3-25b AMENDMENT137
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t 3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

4 -2 'nue

E R

V
E T

TRIP
ACTUATING MODES IN

CHANNEL DEVICE WHICH
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONAL SURVEILLANCE

7. TURBINE DRIVEN AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER PUMPS

a. Steam Generator Water Level-
Low-Low

b. Reactor Coolant Pump Bus
Undervol tage

8. LOSS OF POWER

a. 4 kv Bus Loss of Voltage

b. 4 kv Bus Degraded Voltage

9. Manual

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (SI)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and Exhaust

Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

1,2,3

1,2,3

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

I, 2, 3, 4

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation

d. Steam Line Isolation

e. Containment AirRectrcufattoti
Fan

N.A. N.A.

N.A.

N;g

N.A.

Q

N,A".

1,2, 3,4

1,2,3

1,2,3,4

10. CONTAINMENTAIQ
RECIRCULATIONFAQ

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuat ton tug/
c. Coritainment Pressure. -MgH

N.Aj HQA M(2) N,AI

S g M(3) NAj

1.2,3

1,2,,3

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT2 Page 3/4 3-32 AMENDMENT82, SV, 434, ~,
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3/4 LIMITINiGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREIVIENTS
„3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

/4

3.5.5 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with:

A minimum contained volume of 3$Q-,QQQi371500 gallons of borated water.

Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

A minimum water temperatureof 70ep andaimaxunum water temperature'of iOOep.

MODES 1,2, 3 and 4.

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in at

least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in. COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

4.5.5 The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by:

1. Verifying the contained borated water level in the tank, and

2. Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAINiiENTSYSTEMS

/4 51

I T

3.6.5.1

PRTI

The ice bed shall be OPERABLE with:

The stored ice having boron concentration of at least 1800 ppm (the boron being in the

form of sodium tetraborate), and a pH of 9.0 to 9.5 at 25'C,

Flow channels through the ice condenser,

A maximum ice bed temperature of 6 27'F,

Bach-ilce basket] containing at least ~)~1:l lbs of icexend:of.-cy~cfe, and

1944 ice baskets.

MODES 1,2,3 and 4.

With the ice bed inoperable, restore the ice bed to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

V

4.6.5.1 The ice condenser shall be determined OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 12 hours by using the ice bed temperature monitoring system to verify
that the maximum ice'bed temperature is S 27'F.

At least once per 18 months by:

Chemical analysis which verify that at least 9 representative samples of stored

ice have a boron concentration of at least 1800 ppm (the boron being in the

form of sodium tetraborate), and a pH of 9.0 to 9.5 at 25'C.

Weighing a representative sample of at least 144 ice baskets and verifyingthat
each tg basket[ contains at least 43% ~~ lbs of ice (end of-'cycle). The

representative sample shall include 6 baskets from each of the 24 ice condenser

bays and shall be constituted of one basket each from Radial Rows I, 2, 4, 6,

8 and 9 (or from the same row of an adjacent bay ifa basket from a designated

row cannot be obtained for weighing) within each bay. Ifany basket is found

to contain less than Spdd i fQ pounds of ice (end.-oy,"cyclone, a representative

sample of 20 additional baskets from the same bay shall be weighed. The

minimum average weight of ice from the 20 additional baskets and the

discrepant basket shall not be less than 4333 114 pounds/basket (end-of-'ctycie)

at a 95% level of confidence.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAINMiENTSYSTEMS

IR n 1

The ice condenser shall also be subdivided into 3 groups of baskets, as follows:

Group 1 - bays 1 through 8, Group 2- bays 9 through 16, and Group 3- bays

17 through 24. The minimum average ice weight of the sample baskets from
Radial Rows 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 in each group shall not be less than~ 11+
pounds/basket (enid-of-'c cue at a 95% level of confidence.

The minimum total ice condenser ice weight at a 95% level of confidence shall

be calculated using all ice basket weights determined during this weighing

program and shall not.be less than ~90-,000)2 222-"ON) pounds (eiid-of~ycle).
(

Verifying, by a visual inspection of at least two flow passages per ice

condenser bay, that the accumulation of frost or ice on the top deck floor

grating, on the intermediate deck and on flow passages between ice baskets and

past lattice frames is restricted to a nominal thickness of 3/8 inches. If one

flow passage per bay is found to have an accumulation of frost or ice greater

than this thickness, a representative sample of 20 additional flow passages

from the same bay shall be visually inspected. If these additional flow

passages are found acceptable, the surveillance program may proceed

considering the single deficiency as unique and acceptable. More than one

restricted flow passage per bay is evidence of abnormal degradation of the ice

condenser.

At least once per 18 months by verifying, by a visual inspection, each ice condenser

bay, that the accumulation of frost or ice on the lower inlet plenum support structures

and turning vanes is restricted to a nominal thickness of 3/8 inches. An accumulation

of frost and ice greater than this thickness is evidence of abnormal degradation of the

ice condenser.

At least once per 40 months by lifting and visually inspecting the accessible portions of
at least two ice baskets from each 1/3 of the ice condenser and verifying that the ice

baskets are free of detrimental structural wear, cracks, corrosion or other damage. The

ice baskets shall be raised at least 12 feet for this inspection.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAINMElhTSYSTEMS

T I I LA

3.6.5.6 Two independent containment air recirculation systems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES I, 2, 3 and 4.

With one containment air recirculation system inoperable, restore the inoperable system to OPERABLE status

within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the

following 30 hours.

V

4.6.5.6 Each containment air recirculation system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 3

months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

Verifying that the return air fan starts on an auto-start signal after a 9-+-I-tninute 120%

t2 mconnn delay„ the motor operaref valve, Ei the.sucdon lme to the containmea~t

lower compartme'nt openr whee the'ectum'air fiin startsI snd lhe return sir fad operates

for at lemt td minutes (applicants in MODES l. 2 and 3 only),

Verifying that with the return air fan discharge backdraft damper locked closed and the

fan motor energized, the static pressure between the fan discharge and the backdraft
damper is 2 4.0 inches, water gauge,

Verifying that with the fan off, the return air fan damper opens when a force of
6 11 lbs is applied to the counterweight, and

v
v'nsnualiy:startedfrom the rompiro room, and the motor operated valve in the suction

line to the.'containment,'s lower,compartment opens when the return air fan startsI.
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3/4 BASES
3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

The OPERABILITYof the RWST as part of the ECCS ensures that sufficient negative reactivity is injected into

the core to counteract any positive increase in reactivity caused by RCS system cooldown, and ensures that a

sufficient supply of borated water is available for injection by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA. Reactor coolant

system cooldown can be caused by inadvertent depressurization, a LOCA or a steam line ruptute. Consistent with
the applicable LOCA analyses, the limits on RWST minimum volume and boron concentraaion ensure that I) .

when combined with water from melted ice, the RCS, and the accumulators, sufficient water is available within
containment to permit recirculation cooling flow to the core, and 2) the reactor will remain subcritical in the cold

condition following a LOCA assuming mjxing of the RWST, RCS, ECCS water, andother sources of water that
(

may eventually reside in the sump, with all control rods assumed to be out.

The contained water volume limit includes an allowance for water not usable because of tank discharge line

location or other physical characteristics.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWST also ensure a pH value of between

7.6 and 9.5 for the solution recirculated within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution

of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components.

The ECCS analyses to determine F< limits in Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.6 assumed a RWST water temperature

of 70'F. This temperature value of the RWST'water determines that of the spray water initially delivered to the

containment following LOCA. It is one of the factors which determines the containment back-pressure in the

ECCS analyses, performed in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.

The; ECCS and, contauunent mtegntyh,. auatyaee aaaumed a maximum RxatST..water temperatiue ahove t00elj.
Maintaining RWST water temperature at or- below'100, F ensures the containment, spray",system will provide

sufficient:pressure suppressiont capability to limit the.'containment peak pressure transient to less'-than 12 psig, and
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3/4 BASES
3/4.6 CONTAINMENTSYSTEiMS

/4 4 IB

The OPERABILITYof the equipment and systems required for the detection and control of hydrogen gas ensures

that this equipment will be available to'aintain the hydrogen concentration within containment below its

flammable limit during post-LOCA conditions. Either recombiner unit is capable of controlling the expected

hydrogen generation associated with: 1) zirconium-water reactions; 2) radiolytic decomposition of water; and 3) )

corrosion of metals within containment. These hydrogen control systems are consistent with the recommendations .

of Regulatory Guide 1.7, "Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment Following a LOCA,"

March 1971.

The acceptance criterion of 10,000 ohms is based on the test being performed with the heater element at an

ambient temperature, but can be conservatively applied when the heater element is at a temperature above

ambient.

4 I

The requirements associated with each of the components of the ice condenser ensure that the overall system will
be available to provide sufficient pressure suppression capability to limit the containment peak pressure transient

to less than 12 psig during LOCA conditions.

4 I

The OPERABILITYof the ice bed ensures that the required ice inventory will I) be distributed evenly through the

containment bays, 2) contain sufficient boron to preclude dilution of the containment sump following the LOCA,

and 3) contain sufficient heat removal capability to condense the reactor system volume released during a LOCA,

4) contain sufficient water-tolmamtain adequate suiny inventory';-and"',5) 'result in".a post-'LOCA" sump pH'withm the

allowed rangtt. These conditions are consistent with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

ghc'icc;."togetberwTtRHiecontammeat spray:,is a'd~eguarc toa serb'the nuttal Slowdown of stesmaad'water from

a, design. basis accident and:thie"additiohnal;heat,'loads,'that:would enttei".containment duiinig,-several-'hoursgfollowing
- ':,:,:: -:iaiiiim "i'i-"i'"-,'-'(-""-*'.i',-"::"-:,i',"-',"-i: "~i'i'-" i

e s, e. 'i"" 'r:-,:
to «be:.corisidered;OPERA'Bf!H .-;ttie,.'miniiinum. as-:found;:icre')weight,'of 1:144 pourids",pseisiced basket,". foi-':th'ose" ice

baskets 'selected: for wneigohin'gtper'«6e;suiyeillance requiremen'ts';a Inust;be"present.atl the',end of;a:„fuel',cycle.",-=An

instrument measur'emieunti error,".allov'vanice 1st;included'in-."the:required"minimum.ice,',baskbet weight,',-To; account'or

loss:due to sublimation,'a:conservative aver'age: icegbed.'sublimation, of„f0% "oyer.'an eighteeii-;month period'is usA.

jebeginnmgafkyete, Oi'aa lett'iCh baSket Weight!ta adjutted aCCOidmgty'c eaa'ure the'LCO limitWktttdbec meter

the end,of each fuel cycle

The OPERABILITY of the ice bed temperature monitoring system ensures that the capability is available for

monitoring the ice temperature. In the event the monitoring system is inoperable, the ACTION requirements

provide assurance that the ice bed heat removal capacity will be retained within the specified time limits.
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3/4 LIMITINGCOiNDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREiVIENTS
'/4.1REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

DW

3.1.2.8 Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. A boric acid storage system and associated heat tracing with:

l. A minimum usable borated water volume of 5650 gallons,

2. Between 20,000 and 22,500 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 145 F.

The refueling water storage tank with:

A minimum contained volume of 375,500 gallons of water,

Between 2400 and 2600'ppm of boron, and

A minimum solution temperature of 70'F and a maximum solution

temperature of 100'F.

MODES 1,2, 3 and 4.

With the boric acid storage system inoperable, restore the storage system to

OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6

hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% hk/k at

200'F; restore the boric acid storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7

days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status

within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

V I

4.1.2.8 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

e

I SY

9. MANUAL

TOTAL NO. MINIMUM
OF CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE
OMINEL8 YQ YM QIKi&IE WELSH SC1IQM

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (Sl)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water

System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

2/tr'ain

1/train

1/train

I/train

1/train

1/train

2/train

1/train

1/train

1, 2, 3, 4

1,2,3,4

I, 2, 3, 4

18

18

18

d. Steam Line Isolation 2/steam line (1 2/steam line 2/operating
per train) (1 per train) steam line (1

per train)

1, 2, 3 20

e. Containment Air
Recirculation Fan

10. CONTAINMENTAIR
RECIRCULATION FAN

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation Logic

c. Containment Pressure - High

1/train I/train I/train

See Functional Unit 9-

1, 2, 3, 4

I, 2, 3

I, 2, 3

18

13

14*
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

T BL -4

I E Y I T

T P E P W VAL

9. Manual

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (SI)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water

System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

d. Steam Line Isolation

e. Containment Air
Recirculation Fan

10. CONTAINMENTAIR
RECIRCULATION FAN

a. Manual

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

See,Functional Unit 9-

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

, N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

b. Automatic Actuation Logic Not Applicable

c. Containment Pressure - High Less than or equal to 1.1 psig

Not Applicable

Less than or equal to 1.2 psig
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEiLLANCEREQUIRElVEENTS

3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

TBE4

D F T
V ILL

TRIP
ACTUATING MODES IN

CHANNEL DEVICE WHICH
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONAL SURVEILLANCE

9. Manual

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (SI)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and Exhaust

Isolation
AuxiliaryFeedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation

d. Steam Line Isolation

e. Containment Air Recirculation
Fan

10. CONTAINMENTAIR
RECIRCULATIONFAN

a. Manual

b. 'Automatic Actuation Logic

c. Containment Pressure - High

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

S

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Q

N:A.

M(2)

M(3)

N.A.

N.A.

See Functional Unit 9-

I, 2, 3, 4 .

l, 2, 3, 4

l,'2,3,4

l, 2, 3

I, 2, 3, 4

1,2,3

I, 2, 3
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

/4 WTR T

DIT

3.5.5 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with:

a. - A minimum contained volume of 375,500 gallons of borated water.

b. Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

BI IT

C. ' minimum water temperature of 70'F and a maximum water. temperature of 100 F.

MODES I, 2, 3 and 4.

hCIIQH:

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restor'e the tank to OPERABLE status within I hour or be in at

least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

V R

4.5.5 The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by:

Verifying the contained borated water level in the tank, and

Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

b; At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAIN><IENTSYSTEMS

LOMB'TI
F

3.6.5.1 The ice bed shall b OPERABLE with:

The stored ice having boron concentration of at least 1800 ppm (the boron being in the
form of sodium.tetraborate), and a pH of 9.0 to 9.5 at 25'C,

Flow channels through the ice condenser,
I'

maximum ice bed temperature of 6 27'F,

Ice baskets containing at least 1144 Ibs of ice (end-of-cycle), and

1944 ice baskets.

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

hCXLQH:

With the ice bed inoperable, restore the ice bed to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least
HOT'TANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

4.6.5.1 The ice condenser shall be determined OPERABLE:

At least once per 12 hours by using the ice bed temperature monitoring system to verify
that the maximum ice bed temperature is C 27'F.

At least once per 18 months by:

1. Chemical analysis which verify that at least 9 representative samples of stored
ice have a boron concentration of at least 1800 ppm (the boron being in the
form of sodium tetraborate), and a pH of 9.0 to 9.5 at 25'C.

2. Weighing a representative sample of at least 144 ice baskets and verifyingthe
baskets contain at least 1144 lbs of ice (end-of-cycle). The representative
sample shall include 6 baskets from each" of the 24 ice condenser bays and shall
be constituted of one basket each from Radial Rows 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 (or
from the same row of an adjacent bay ifa basket from a designated row cannot
be obtained for weighing) within each bay. Ifany basket is found to contain
less than 1144 pounds of ice (end-of-cycle), a representative sample of 20

(

additional baskets from the same bay shall be weighed. The minimum average
weight of ice from the 20 additional baskets and the discrepant basket shall not
be less than 1144 pounds/basket (end-of-cycle) at a 95% level of confidence.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEiMS (ECCS)

V ti ue

The ice condenser shall also be subdivided into 3 groups of baskets, as follows:
Group 1- bays 1 through 8, Group 2- bays 9 through 16, and Group 3- bays

17 through 24. The minimum average ice weight of the sample baskets from
Radial Rows 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 in each group shall not be less than1144
pounds/basket (end-of-cycle) at a 95% level of, confidence.

The minimum total ice condenser ice weight at a 95% level of confidence shall
be calculated using all ice basket weights determined during this weighing
program and shall not be less than 2,222,000 pounds (end-of-cycle).

I

Verifying, by a visual inspection of at least two flow passages per ice

condenser bay, that the accumulation of frost or ice on the top deck'loor
grating, on the intermediate deck and on flow, passages between ice baskets and

past lattice frames is restricted to a nominal thickness of 3/8 inches. If one

flow passage per bay is found to have an accumulation of frost or ice greater
than this thickness, a representative sample of 20'dditional flow passages

from the same bay shall be visually inspected. If these additional flow
passages are found acceptable, the surveillance program may proceed

considering the single deficiency as unique and acceptable. More than one

restricted flow passage per bay is evidence of abnormal degradation of the ice

condenser.

At least once per 18 months by verifying, by a visual inspection, each ice condenser

bay, that the accumulation of frost or ice on the lower inlet plenum support structures

and turning vanes is restricted to a nominal thickness of 3/8 inches. An accumulation

of frost and ice greater than this thickness is evidence of abnormal degradation of the

ice condenser.

At least once per 40 months by lifting and visually inspecting the accessible portions of
at least two ice baskets from each 1/3 of the ice condenser and verifying that the ice

baskets are free of detrimental structural wear, cracks, corrosion or other damage. The

ice baskets shall be raised at least 12 feet for this inspection.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAINMENTSYSTEMS

TI S

I TI

3.6.5.6

D

Two independent containment air recirculation systems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES I, 2, 3 and 4.

LCXIQE

With one containment air recirculation system inoperable, restore the inoperable system to OPERABLE status

within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the

following 30 hours. 1

V

4.6.5.6 Each containment air recirculation system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 3

months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

Verifying that the return air fan starts on an auto-start signal after a 120+ 12 seconds

delay, the motor operated valve in the suction line to the containment's lower

compartment opens when the return air fan starts, and the return air fan operates for at

least 15 minutes (applicable in MODES I, 2, and 3 only),

Verifying that with the return air fan discharge backdraft damper locked closed and the

fan motor energized, the static pressure between the fan discharge and the backdraft

damper is 2 4.0 inches, water gauge,

Verifying that with the fan off, the return air fan damper opens when a force of
5 11 lbs is applied to the counterweight, and

Verifying that the return air fan can be manually started from the control room, 'and the

motor operated valve in the suction line to the containment's lower compartment opens

when the return air fan starts.
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3/4 BASES
3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

Th'e OPERABILITYof the RWST as part of the ECCS ensures that sufficient negative reactivity is injected into

the core to counteract any positive increase in reactivity caused by RCS system cooldown, and ensures that a

sufficient supply of borated water is available for injection by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA. Reactor coolant

system cooldown can be caused by inadvertent depressurization, a loss of coolant accident or a steam line rupture.
Consistent with the applicable LOCA analyses, the limits on RWST minimum volume and boron concentration

ensure that 1) when combined with water from melted ice, the RCS, and the accumulators, sufficient water
is'vailablewithin containment to permit recirculation cooling flow to the core, and 2) the reactor will remain

subcritical in the cold condition following, a LOCA assuming mixing of the RWST, RCS, ECCS water, and other

sources of water that may eventually reside in the sump, with all control rods assumed to be out.

The contained water volume limit includes an allowance for water not usable because of tank discharge line

location or other physical characteristics.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWST also ensure a pH value of between

7.6 and 9.5 for the solution recirculated within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution

of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components.

. The ECCS analyses to determine F< limits in Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.6 assumed a RWST water temperature

of 70'F. This temperature value of the RWST water determines that of the spray water initially delivered to the

containment following LOCA. It is one of the factors which determines the containment back-pressure in the

ECCS analyses, performed in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.

The ECCS and containment integrity analyses assumed a maximum RWST water temperature above 100'F.,
Maintaining RWST water temperature at or below 100'F ensures the containment spray system will provide

sufficient pressure suppression capability to limit the containment peak pressure transient to less than 12 psig, and

that containment cooling willbe maintained following a LOCA or steam line rupture inside containment.
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. 3/4 BASES
3/4.6 CONTAINMENTSYSTEMS

/4

The requirements associated with each of the components of the ice condenser ensure that the overall system will
be available to provide sufficient pressure suppression capability to limit the containment peak pressure transient

to less than 12 psig during LOCA conditions.

/4

The OPERABILITYof the ice bed ensures that the required ice inventory will I) be distributed evenly through the

containment bays, 2) contain sufficieiit boron to preclude dilution of the containment sump following the LOCA,

3) contain sufficient heat removal capability to condense the reactor system volume released during a LOCA, 4)

contain sufficient water to maintain adequate sump inventory, and 5) result in a post-LOCA sump pH within the

allowed range. These conditions are consistent with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

The ice, together with the containment spray, is adequate to absorb the initial blowdown of steam and water from

a design basis accident and the additional heat loads that would enter containment during several hours following

the initial blowdown. The additional heat loads would come from the residual heat in the reactor core, the hot

piping and components, and the secondary system, including the steam generators.

Over the course of a fuel cycle, sublimation reduces the weight of ice in the ice condenser. "For the ice condenser

to be considered OPERABLE, the minimum as-found ice weight of 1144 pounds per ice basket, for those ice

baskets selected for weighing per the surveillance requirements, must be present at the end of a fuel cycle. An

instrument measurement error allowance is included in the required minimum ice basket weight. To account for

loss due to sublimation, a conservative average ice bed sublimation of 10% over an eighteen-month period is used.

The beginning-of-cycle, or as-left ice basket weight, is adjusted accordingly to assure the LCO limit will be met at

the end of each fuel cycle.

The OPERABILITY of the ice bed temperature monitoring system ensures that the capability is available for

monitoring the ice temperature. In the event the monitoring system is inoperable, the ACTION requirements

provide assurance that the ice bed heat removal capacity willbe retained within the specified time limits.
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'/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
'/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL S YSTEMS

DW

3.1.2.8

D

Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

A boric acid storage system and associated heat tracing with:

l. A minimum usable borated water volume of 5650 gallons,

2. Between 20,000 and 22,500 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 145'F.

The refueling water storage tank with:

l. A'inimum contained volume of 375,500 gallons of water,

2. Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

A minimum solution temperature of 70'F and a maximum solution

temperature of 100'F.

P B I Y: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

a. With the boric acid storage system inoperable, restore the storage system to

OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6

hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% b,k/k at

200'F; restore the boric acid storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7

days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

b. With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status

within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

4.1.2.8 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
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3/4 'LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B

TE

7. TURBINE DRIVEN
AUXILIARYFEEDWATER
PUMPS

MINIMUM
TOTALNO. OF CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE
CHAtMLB— XILJU2 QPKRBLI! httalal—AC-ION

'.

Steam Generator Water Level 3/Stm. Gen.
—Low-Low

2/Stm. Gen 2/Stm. Gen.

any 2 Stm.
Gen.

I, 2, 3 14*

b. Reactor Coolant Pump Bus

Undervoltage

8. LOSS OF POWER

4-1/Bus 1, 2, 3 19*

a. 4 kV Bus Loss of Voltage 3/Bus

b. 4 Kv Bus Degraded Voltage 3/Bus

9. MANUAL

2/Bus

2/Bus

2/Bus

2/Bus

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

14*

14*

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (SI)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water

System

b. Containment, Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation

2/train

1/train

1/train

1/train

1/train

1/train

2/train

I/train

1/train

1, 2, 3, 4

I, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

18

18

18

d. Steam Line Isolation 2/steam line (1

per train)
2/steam line 2/operating
(1 per train) steam line (1

per train)

1, 2, 3 20
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3/4 LIMTINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE

MINIMUM
TOTALNO. OF CHANNELS CHANNELS APPLICABLE
CHAMBRE Xt!ZII2 QPHBBM MaDll5 aCIltB-

e. Containment Air
Recirculation Fan

10. CONTAINMENTAIR
RECIRCULATION FAN

I/train I/train I/train 1,2,3,4 18

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation Logic

c. Containment Pressure - High

- See Functional Unit 9

1 2

2
'

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3

13

14*
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.3 INSTRUCT IENTATION

D T

T BL .-4 tiued

YT IN

L W V

9. Manual

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Rea'ctor Trip (SI)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and

Exhaust Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water

System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation

d. Steam Line Isolation
I

e. Containment Air
Recirculation Fan

10. CONTAINMENTAIR
RECIRCULATION FAN

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation Logic Not Applicable

See Functional Unit 9 --
Not Applicable

c. Containment Pressure - High Less than or equal to 1.1 psig Less than or equal to 1.2 psig
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'3/4 LIiVIITINGGOiNDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREibIEi ITS

3/4.3" INSTRUMENTATION

4. -2

YF N Y

TRIP
ACTUATING MODES IN

CHANNEL DEVICE WHICH
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONAL SURVEILLANCE

7. TURBINE DRIVEN AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER PUMPS

a. Steam Generator Water Level-
Low-Low

b. Reactor Coolant Pump Bus
Undervoltage

8. LOSS OF POWER

a. 4 kv Bus Loss of Voltage

b. 4 kv Bus Degraded Voltage

9. Manual

a. Safety Injection (ECCS)
Feedwater Isolation
Reactor Trip (Sl)
Containment Isolation-

Phase "A"
Containment Purge and Exhaust

Isolation
Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
Essential Service Water System

b. Containment Spray
Containment Isolation-

Phase "B",
Containment Purge and Exhaust

Isolation

c. Containment Isolation-
Phase "A"

Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation

d. Steam Line Isolation

e. Containment AirRecirculation
Fan

10. CONTAINMENTAIR
RECIRCULATIONFAN

S

S

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Q

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

1, 2, 3

I, 2, 3

I, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1,2,3,4

I, 2, 3, 4

1,2,3,4

I, 2, 3

'1,2,3,4

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation Logic

'. Containment Pressure - High

N.A.

S

N.A. M(2)

M(3) N.A.

- See Functional Unit 9-

1, 2, 3

I, 2, 3
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3/4 LliiITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AiVDSURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

Dl F

3.5.5 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with:

A minimum contained volume of 375,500 gallons "of borated water.

Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

'A minimum water temperature of 70'F and a maximum water temperature of 100'F.

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

)AXIS:

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in at

least HOT STANDBYwithin 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

4.5.5. The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by:

Verifying the contained borated water level in the tank, and

2. Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAINMENTSYSTEMS

I BED

3.6.5.1 The ice bed shall be OPERABLE with:

a. The stored ice having boron concentration of at least 1800 ppm (the boron being in the
form of sodium.tetraborate), and a pH of 9.0 to 9.5 at 25'C,

Flow channels through the ice condenser,

A maximum ice bed temperature of 6 27'F,

Ice baskets containing at least 1144 lbs of ice (end-of-cycle), and

1944 ice baskets.

MODES I, 2, 3 and 4.

With the ice bed inoperable, restore the ice bed to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

4.6.5.1 The ice condenser shall be determined OPERABLE:

At least once per 12 hours by using the ice bed temperature monitoring system to verify
that the maximum ice bed temperature is 5 27'F.

At least once per 18 months by:

Chemical analysis which verify that at least 9 representative samples of stored
ice have a boron concentration of at least 1800 ppm (the boron being in the
form of sodium tetraborate), and a pH of 9.0 to 9.5 at 25'C.

Weighing a representative sample of at least 144 ice baskets and verifying the
baskets contain at least 1144 lbs of ice (end-of-cycle). The representative
sample shall include 6 baskets from each of the 24 ice condenser bays and shall
be constituted of one basket each from Radial Rows I, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 (or
from the same row of an adjacent bay ifa basket from a designated row cannot
be obtained for weighing) within each bay. If any basket is found to contain
less than 1144 pounds of ice (end-of-cycle)', a representative sample of 20 )

additional baskets from the same bay shall be weighed. The minimum average
weight of ice from the 20 additional baskets and the discrepant basket shall not
be less than 1144 pounds/basket (end-of-cycle) at a 95% level of confidence.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAINMENTSYSTEMS

V

The ice condenser shall also be subdivided into 3 groups of baskets, as follows:
Group 1 - bays 1 through 8, Group 2- bays 9 through 16, and Group 3- bays
17 through 24. The minimum average ice weight of the sample baskets from
Radial Rows 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 in each group shall not be less than1144

'ounds/basket(end-of-cycle) at a 95% level of confidence.

The minimum total ice condenser ice weight at a 95% level of confidence shall
be calculated, using all ice basket weights determined during this weighing

'rogramand shall not be less than 2,222,000 pounds (end-of-cycle).
I

Verifying, by a visual'nspection of at least two flow passages per ice

condenser bay, that the accumulation of frost or ice on the top deck floor
grating, on the intermediate deck and on flow passages between ice baskets and

past lattice frames is restricted to a nominal thickness of 3/8 inches. If one

flow passage per bay is found to have an accumulation of frost or ice greater
than this thickness, a representative sample of 20 additional flow passages

from the same bay shall be visually inspected. If these additional flow
passages are found acceptable, the surveillance program may proceed

considering the single deficiency as unique and acceptable. More than one

restricted flow passage per bay is evidence of abnormal degradation of the ice

condenser. ~

C. At least once per 18 months by verifying, by a visual inspection, each ice condenser

bay, that the accumulation of frost or ice on the lower inlet plenum support structures

and turning vanes is restricted to a nominal thickness of 3/8 inches. An accumulation

of frost and ice greater than this thickness is evidence of abnormal degradation of the

ice condenser.

At least once per 40 months by lifting and visually inspecting the accessible portions of
at least two ice baskets from each 1/3 of the ice condenser and verifying that the ice

baskets are free of detrimental structural wear, cracks, corrosion or other damage. The
ice baskets shall be raised at least 12 feet for this inspection.
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3/4 'liWIITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.6 CONTAINMiEiNTSYSTEiMS

E I Y T

3.6.5.6 Two independent containment air recirculation systems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

With one containment air recirculation system inoperable, restore the inoperable system to OPERABLE status

within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the

following 30 hours.

RV I A

4.6.5.6 Each containment air recirculation system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 3

months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

Verifying that the return air fan starts on an auto-start signal after a 120 2 12 seconds

delay, the motor operated valve in the suction line.to the containment's lower

compartment opens when the return air fan starts, and the return air fan operates for at

least 15 minutes (applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3 only),

Verifying that with the return air fan discharge backdraft damper locked closed and the

fan motor energized, the static pressure between the fan discharge and the backdraft

damper is 2 4.0 inches, water gauge,

Verifying that with the fan off, the return air fan damper opens when a force of
5 11 lbs is applied to the counterweight, and

Verifying that the return air fan can be manually'started from the control room, and the

motor operated valve in the suction line to the containment's lower compartment opens

when the return air fan starts.
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3/4 — BASES
3/4.5 EiMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

The OPERABILITYof the RWST as part of the ECCS ensures that sufficient negative reactivity is injected into

the core to counteract any positive increase in reactivity caused by RCS system cooldown, and ensures that a

sufficient supply of borated water is available for injection by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA. Reactor coolant

system cooldown can be caused by inadvertent depressurization, a LOCA or a steam line rupture. Consistent with

the applicable LOCA analyses, the limits on RWST minimum volume and boron concentration ensure that I),.
when combined with water from melted ice, the RCS, and the accumulators, sufficient water is available within
containment to permit recirculation cooling flow to the core, and 2) the reactor will remain subcritical in the cold

condition following a LOCA assuming mixing of the RWST, RCS, ECCS water, and other sources of water that

may eventually reside in the sump, with all control rods assumed to be out.

The contained water volume limit includes an allowance for water not usable because of tank discharge line

location or other physical characteristics.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWST also ensure a pH value of between

7.6 and 9.5 for the solution recirculated within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution

of iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components.

The ECCS analyses to determine F< limits in Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.6 assumed a RWST water temperature

of 70'F. This temperature value of the RWST water determines that of the spray water initially delivered to the

containment following LOCA. It is one of the factors which determines the containment back-pressure in the

ECCS analyses, performed in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50.

The ECCS and containment integrity analyses assumed a maximum RWST water temperature above 100'F.

Maintaining RWST water temperature at-or below 100'F ensures the containment spray system will provide

sufficient pressure suppression capability to limit the containment peak pressure transient to less than 12 psig, and

that containment cooling willbe maintained following a LOCA or steam line rupture inside containment.
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3/4 BASES
3/4.6 CONTAINMENTSYSTEMS

/4 4 B TR

The OPERABILITYof the equipment and systems required for the detection and control of hydrogen gas ensures

that this equipment will be available to maintain the hydrogen concentration within containment below its

flammable limit during post-LOCA conditions. Either recombiner unit is capable of controlling the expected

hydrogen generation associated with: I) zirconium-water reactions; 2) radiolytic decomposition of water; and 3)

corrosion of metals within containment. These hydrogen control systems are consistent with the recommendations.,

of Regulatory Guide 1.7, "Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment Following a LOCA,"
March 1971.

The acceptance criterion of 10,000 ohms is based on the test being performed with the heater element at an

ambient temperature, but can be conservatively applied when the heater element is at a temperature above

ambient.

/4 I

The requirements associated with each of the components of the ice condenser ensure that the overall system will
be available to provide sufficient pressure suppression capability to limit the containment peak pressure transient

to less than 12 psig during LOCA conditions.

The OPERABILITYof the ice bed ensures that the required ice inventory will I) be distributed evenly through the

containment bays, 2) contain sufficient boron to preclude dilution of the containment sump following the LOCA,

3) contain sufficient heat removal capability to condense the reactor system volume released during a LOCA, 4)

contain sufficient water to maintain adequate sump inventory, and 5) result in a post-LOCA sump pH within the

allowed range. These conditions are consistent with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

The ice, together with the containment'spray, is adequate to absorb the initial blowdown of steam and water from

a design basis accident and the additional heat loads that would enter containment during several hours following
the initial blowdown. The additional heat loads would come from the residual heat in the reactor core, the hot

piping and components, and the secondary system, including the steam generators.

Over the course of a fuel cycle, sublimation reduces the weight of ice in the ice condenser. For the ice condenser

to be considered OPERABLE, the minimum as-found ice weight of 1144 pounds,per ice basket, for those ice

baskets selected for weighing per the surveillance requirements, must be present at the end of a fuel cycle. An
instrument measurement error allowance is included in the required minimum ice basket weight. To account for

loss due to sublimation, a conservative average ice bed sublimation of 10% over an eighteen-month period is used.

The beginning-of-cycle, or as-left ice basket weight, is adjusted accordingly to assure the LCO limit will be met at

the end of each fuel cycle.

4 2 D

The OPERABILITY of the ice bed temperature monitoring system ensures that the capability is available for

monitoring the ice temperature. In the event the monitoring system is inoperable, the ACTION requirements

provide assurance that the ice bed heat removal capacity willbe retained within the specified time limits.
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ATTACHMENT4 TO C1099-08

NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION EVALUATION

Indiana Michigan Power Company (I&M) has evaluated this proposed amendment and

determined that it does not involve a significant hazard. According to 10CFR50.92(c), a

proposed amendment to an operating license does not involve a significant hazard ifoperation of
the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. involve a significant increase in the probability of occurrence or consequences of an accident

previously evaluated;

2. create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident from any previously analyzed; or

3. involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety.

The proposed request would revise Technical Specifications (T/S) related to better ensuring

sufficient water inventory in, the containment recirculation sump during and following
switchover to cold leg recirculation following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
Switchover to cold leg recirculation involves realigning the suction source for the emergency

core cooling system (ECCS) and containment spray system (CTS) pumps from the refueling

water storage tank (RWST) to the containment recirculation sump.

I&Mhas determined that, for certain small break LOCA scenarios, there may not be sufficient

containment recirculation sump water inventory to support continued operation of the ECCS and

CTS pumps during and following switchover to cold leg recirculation. The cause of this

deficiency includes design. features of the internal lower containment compartments that cause

significant amounts of water to be diverted from, and not to be made available to, the

containment recirculation sump.

A combination of physical plant modifications, new analyses of containment recirculation sump

inventory, and resultant changes to the accident analyses are necessary to ensure sufficient water

inventory in the containment recirculation sump. The planned modifications result in increasing

the amount of water delivered to the reactor coolant system (RCS) and containment following a

LOCA, and increasing the amount of ice melt from the ice condenser during the early stages of a

LOCA. New containment recirculation sump inventory analyses have been performed that

reflect the planned modifications and verify sufficient inventory is available in the containment

recirculation sump following a LOCA afler implementation of the proposed changes. Finally,

the accident analyses have been evaluated, and revised as necessary, to reflect the planned
'odificationsand proposed T/S. These planned modifications and analyses result in the

followingproposed changes to the T/S.

The required RWST contained inventory is being increased to address the new minimum

deliverable borated water volume used in the containment recirculation sump water inventory
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analyses and accident analyses. In addition, a conservative maximum RWST solution

temperature is being added to the existing T/S to ensure the value used in the accident analyses

remains bounding.

The engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS) initiating signal and time delay to start

the containment air recirculation/hydrogen skimmer (CEQ) fans and open associated valves are

being revised to maximize the resultant ice condenser ice melt rate following a LOCA. This

assures sufficient containment recirculation sump water inventory following a small break

LOCA.

The minimum required ice weight in the ice condenser is being revised to reflect the amount of
ice used in the containment recirculation sump water inventory analyses and accident analyses.

The associated T/S Bases willbe revised to state that the minimum ice weight is required as an

"as-found" condition with an appropriate margin to account for uncertainties in weighing of the

ice baskets. Previous provisions in the T/S Bases willalso be deleted that allowed reducing the

minimum required ice weight or number of ice baskets to be weighed based on operating

experience data.

The determination that the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92 are met for this amendment request

is indicated below.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability of occurrence or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed T/S changes are a result of the planned modifications being performed to ensure

the original design basis functional capability of the containment recirculation sump. ~ These

planned modifications, and the associated changes to input assumptions of related safety

analyses, do not result in a condition where the material and construction standards that were

applicable prior to the changes. are altered. The integrity of safety-related systems, structures,

and components is maintained within the limits previously approved. The planned modifications

to the facility do not cr'cate any new initiators for any accident, nor do they create any new

credible limiting single failure, nor do they result in any event previously deemed incredible

being made credible. The existing separation of the control and protection functions for the

reactor core and fuel, reactor coolant system, and the containment and containment systems are

. not adversely affected. In addition, the functional requirements of safety-related systems,

structures, and components, which are related to accident mitigation, have not been altered.

The proposed T/S changes increasing the minimum RWST contained inventory have no impact on

the initiation of an accident. The RWST is used to mitigate the consequences of an accident.

There are no new failure modes involving the RWST that could differently initiate any of the

previously evaluated accidents. This is because the RWST is located outside containment in an
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area where it is not credible for a failure of the RWST to affect the reactor core and fuel, reactor

coolant system, and the containment and containment systems.

The proposed T/S changes reflect planned modifications to the ESFAS actuation logic and to the

time delay for starting of the CEQ fans, and opening of the component cooling water supply and

return valves and hydrogen skimmer valves to the CEQ fans. The proposed changes have no

impact on the initiation of an accident. The planned modifications do not introduce any new

failure modes for the CEQ fans or associated valves.

The proposed T/S changes reflect the minimum ice weight used in the existing analyses of
containment recirculation sump inventory and the associated analyses, plus an allowance for
weighing uncertainty. The proposed changes have no'impact on the initiation ofan accident.

Therefore, the probability of an accident previously evaluated will not be increased by these

changes.

The proposed T/S changes, and the associated modifications being performed, will ensure the

capability of the containment recirculation sump, and the containment structures, systems, and

components, to meet the original design basis requirements for the facility. The proposed

changes willensure that the minimum required water inventory is maintained in the containment

recirculation sump at levels sufficient to prevent vortexing in the sump. Therefore, the original
evaluation of the consequences of previously evaluated accidents as described in the Donald C.

Cook Nuclear Plant (CNP) Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) willnot be affected.

The proposed T/S changes do not affect the integrity of the fuel assembly or reactor internals, or

any fission product barrier, such that their function in the control of radiological consequences is

affected. In addition, the response of safety-related systems to mitigate previously evaluated

accidents as described in the CNP UFSAR, willnot be adversely affected or prevented. There is

no effect on the assumptions previously made in the radiological consequence evaluations, and

mitigation of the radiological consequences of the accidents described in the CNP UFSAR is not

affected as further described below. The accident analyses performed to determine the effects of
a LOCA demonstrate that decay heat is removed, and long-term core cooling is assured with
these changes. As a result, design basis accident analyses affected by these T/S changes remain

valid with the incorporation of the revised accident analyses input assumptions. Therefore, the

consequences ofan accident previously evaluated willnot be increased by these changes.

The proposed T/S changes for the RWST do not increase the consequences of any previously
evaluated accident. Increasing the minimum deliverable RWST volume of water provides

assurance that the ECCS and CTS are capable of performing their design basis functions to

mitigate the consequences of a LOCA or main steam line break (MSLB) by ensuring adequate

containment recirculation sump inventory.
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The proposed T/S changes for the CEQ fans and valves do not increase the consequences of any

previously evaluated accident. The design basis functions of the CEQ fans and valves in

maintaining containment integrity following a LOCA or MSLB continue to be met. 'In addition,

the proposed change provides additional assurance that the ECCS and CTS remain capable of
performing their design basis functions in mitigating the consequences of a LOCA or MSLB by

ensuring adequate containment recirculation sump inventory. The planned modification to

shorten the time delay for the CEQ fans and valves willdelay initiation of CTS for a small break

LOCA. Delaying CTS initiation results in a period when any fission products released froin the

reactor core due to possible fuel damage are not 'absorbed by CTS and held in solution in the

containment recirculation sump. However, a small break LOCA does not result in reactor fuel

damage of the magnitude that would increase offsite dose because of the lack of fission product

removal by CTS. For a large break LOCA involving the possibility of more significant fuel

damage,'here will be no discernable delay in CTS initiation because of the proposed T/S

changes. Therefore, the consequences of a LOCA will not be increased by the proposed T/S

changes.

The proposed T/S changes for the ice condenser ice weight do not increase the consequences of a

LOCA or MSLB. The minimum end-of-cycle ice weight is consistent with the assumptions in

the accident analyses. Additional ice is loaded into the ice baskets based on sublimation of 10%

over an eighteen-month period so that the minimum ice weight of 1132 pounds is available at the

end of each operating cycle. At other times throughout the cycle, there is additional margin

because the ice that is assumed to sublime later in the cycle is still in the ice basket. The 1%

weighing allowance provides additional assurance thtit the actual weight of ice meets the

analyses requirement of 1132 pounds.

Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of accidents previously evaluated

are not increased.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

accident previously evaluated?

Sufficient containment recirculation sump inventory is necessary during the mitigation of both

MSLB and LOCA events. The proposed T/S changes do not create the possibility of any other

type of accident. The proposed T/S changes are a result of the planned modifications being

performed to ensure the original design" basis functional capability of the containment

recirculation sump. Th'ese planned modifications, and the associated changes to input

assumptions of related safety analyses, do.not result in a condition where the material and

construction standards that were applicable prior to the changes are altered. The integrity of
safety-related systems, structures, and components is maintained within the limits previously

approved.
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The planned modifications to the facility do not create any new initiators for any accident, nor do

they create any new credible limiting single failure, nor do they result in any event previously
deemed incredible being made credible. The existing separation of the control and protection

functions for the reactor core and fuel, reactor coolant system, and the containment and

containment systems are not adversely impacted. In addition, the functional requirements of
safety-related systems, structures, and components, which are related to accident mitigation, have

not been altered.

The proposed T/S changes for the RWST cannot create the possibility of an accident. There are

no failure modes involving the RWST that could initiate an accident. This is because the RWST

is located outside containment in an area where it is not credible for a failure of the RWST to

affect the reactor core and fuel, reactor coolant system, and the containment and containment

systems.

The proposed T/S changes for the CEQ fans and valves cannot create the possibility of an

accident. The changes do not introduce any new failure modes for the CEQ fans or associated

valves. Operation of the CEQ fans and valves cannot initiate an accident.

The proposed T/S changes for the ice condenser ice weight cannot create the possibility of an

accident. The ice condenser has no function during normal operation. It is a passive system that

functions aAer an accident has already occurred. The proposed T/S changes to the ice weight do

not alter any other physical characteristics of the ice condenser, nor does it change the function of
the ice condenser. The proposed ice weights are less than the maximum weight supported by the

structural analyses for the ice baskets. No new failure mechanisms are'introduced by this

change.

Therefore, it is concluded that the change does not create the possibility of a new or different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety?

The margin of safety pertinent to'the proposed T/S changes includes providing assurance that

emergency core cooling, containment cooling and pressure suppression, and containment spray

functional requirements willbe met following a design basis accident, specifically for LOCA or

MSLB events. Assurance of minimum required containment recirculation sump inventory

during and following switchover of suction for the ECCS and CTS pumps from the RWST to the

containment recirculation sump provides this assurance.

The planned modifications have no adverse effect on the availability, operability, or functional

performance of the safety-related systems, structures, and components required for mitigating the

effects of design basis accidents. In fact, these planned modifications are intended to ensure the

original design basis functional capabilities of the containment recirculation sump, and other
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containment systems, structures, and components, to support ECCS, ice condenser, and CTS

operation, and to ensure that the containment structure and systems provide an effective fission

product barrier. However, the planned modifications do require changes to the T/S, but they do

not prevent the performance ofany sur veillance requirement currently specified in the CNP T/S.

The proposed T/S chang'es for the RWST provide assurance that sufficient water is available to

support the ECCS and CTS in performance of their design basis functions to mitigate the

consequences of a LOCA or MSLB. Therefore, the margin of safety provided by the ECCS and

CTS associated with containment integrity and with assurance of post-LOCA long-term core

cooling is preserved by these proposed changes.

The proposed T/S changes for the CEQ fans arid valves provide assurance that the original

design basis functional capabilities of the containment are preserved. In addition, by increasing

ice melt rate'in the early stages of a small break LOCA, the design basis functions of the ECCS

and CTS during and after switchover to cold leg recirculation are preserved. Finally, the changes

to containment pressure response resulting from starting the CEQ fans and opening the

associated valves earlier in.a LOCA than in previous analyses do not result in a reduction in the

capability of ECCS during the reactor vessel reflood period. Therefore, the margin to safety

provided by the 'CEQ fans and valves associated with containment integrity, assurance of
post-LOCA long-term core cooling, and ECCS performance is preserved by these proposed

changes.

The proposed T/S changes for the ice condenser ice weight provides assurance that the ice

condenser willprovide sufficient pressure suppr'ession capability to limit the containment peak

pressure transient to less than the design limit and willcontain sufficient heat removal capability

to condense the RCS volume released during a LOCA. The proposed T/S changes. maintain the

appropriate distribution of ice through the containment bays. The required concentration of
sodium tetraborate in the ice bed is not changed. There is sufficient boron in the ice bed to

ensure adequate boron concentration in the containment recirculation sump following a LOCA
when combined with the water inventory from the RWST, RCS leakage, and safety injection

accumulators. The increase in the allowance for ice sublimation does not reduce the margin of
safety. The original allowance was conservatively estimated to be 10% over an eighteen-month

period. There was no operating ice condenser plant data for determining actual sublimation at

the time that allowance was made. Since that time, actual data obtained has demonstrated that,

10% is a reasonable, bounding value. Stating the ice weight requirement as an end-of-cycle

value does not impact the margin of safety because the allowance for sublimation willbe verified

during the as-found weighing of the ice baskets.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety.

In summary, based upon the above evaluation, 18cM has concluded that the proposed amendment

involves no significant hazards consideration.
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ENVIRONMENTALASSESSMENT

Indiana Michigan Power Company (ISLAM) has evaluated this license amendment request against

the criteria for identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental

assessment in accordance with 10 CFR 51.21. I&Mhas determined that this license amendment

request meets the criteria for a categorical exclusion set forth in 10CFR51.22(c)(9). This
determination is based on the fact. that this change is being proposed as an amendment to.a
license issued pursuant to 10 CFR 50 that changes a requirement with respect to installation or
use of a facility component located within the restricted area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, or that

changes an inspection or a surveillance requirement, and the amendment meets the following
specific criteria.

(i) The amendment involves no significant hazards consideration.

As demonstrated in Attachment 4, this proposed amendment does not involve significant hazards

consideration.

(ii) There is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any

effluent that may be released offsite.

The proposed amendment involves changes to the facility affecting systems, structures, and

components that do not interface with any of the radioactive and non-radioactive effluent

processing and control systems. These physical changes to the facility do not result in the

generation of any additional radioactive or non-radioactive effluents. In addition, the proposed

changes to the Technical Specifications (T/S) have no impact on any of the radioactive and

non-radioactive effluent processing and control systems. Therefore, there willbe no significant
change in the types or significant increase in the amounts ofany effluents released offsite.

(iii) There is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation

exposure.

The proposed changes willnot result in significant changes in the operation or configuration of
the facility. There willbe no change in the level ofcontrols or methodology used for processing

of radioactive effluents or handling of solid radioactive waste, nor will the proposal result in any

change in the normal radiation levels within the plant. Therefore, there will be no significant

increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure resulting from this change.
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DESCRIPTION AND RESOLUTION OF CONTAINMENTRECIRCULATIONSUMP
WATER INVENTORYISSUE

During a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), water is released from the reactor coolant system

(RCS) to the containment. To ensure adequate cooling of the reactor core, water is injected from

the refueling water storage tank (RWST) to the RCS using the emergency core cooling system

(ECCS) pumps and from the safety injection accumulators. In addition, the containment spray

system (CTS) pumps spray water from the RWST into containment to remove heat, reduce

containment pressures, and remove iodine released from the reactor core from the containment

atmosphere. When the RWST water inventory reaches a predetermined level, the suction source

for the ECCS and CTS pumps is realigned from the RWST to the containment recirculation

sump. This is commonly referred to as switchover to cold leg recirculation.

It has been determined that, for certain small break LOCA scenarios, there may not be sufficient

containment recirculation sump water inventory to support continued operation of the ECCS and

CTS pumps during and following switchover to cold leg recirculation..The cause of this

deficiency includes design features of the internal lower containment compartments that cause

significant amounts of water to be diverted from, and not to be made available to, the

containment recirculation sump. A further description of the technical issues involved with this

deficiency, including the original design basis of the containment recirculation sump and the

circumstances leading to the discovery and resolution of these issues, is provided below.
I

ntain e ec' u e

In the original design ofDonald C. Cook Nuclear Plant (CNP) Units 1 and 2, the adequacy of the

containment recirculation sump to provide suction to the ECCS and CTS pumps was

demonstrated through a series of tests. These demonstration tests were conducted by Alden

Research Laboratory (ARL), and the ARL report, "Hydraulic Model Investigation of Vortexing

and Swirl Within a Reactor Containment Recirculation Sump; Donald C. Cook Nuclear Power

Station," was submitted to. the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by letter

AEP:NRC:00112, dated December 20, 1978.

The ARL report in'eluded testing for various plate blockage schemes at the containment

recirculation sump entrance and included empirical head loss data at the containment

recirculation sump screen, at the equivalent minimum water level of elevation 602'-10".

Containment recirculation sump screen blockage of up to 50% at maximum flow rates was

modeled during the tests. The model tests were conducted, at maximum designed ECCS pump

and CTS pump flow rates for two-train operation (15,400 gpm total, or 7,700 gpm per

containment recirculation sump outlet pipe). The potential for vortices to exist for containment

water levels lower than elevation 602'-10" was neither confirmed, nor precluded, by the ARL

model tests. In addition, the beneficial effects of ECCS pump and CTS pump flow rates less
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than maximum design flow rates were not evaluated for impact on vortex formation during the

ARL model tests.

en' f n in ent Recirculat'm W e nv nt I ue

In August 1997, a concern was identified involving the lack of dynamic analyses to demonstrate

sufficient containment recirculation sump water inventory following switchover to cold leg

recirculation for small break LOCA events. On September 8; 1997, it was confirmed that

sufficient containment recirculation sump water inventory may not be assured for small break

LOCA events. Therefore, both Unit 1 and Unit 2 entered Technical Specification (T/S) 3.0.3 due

to both trains of ECCS and CTS being inoperable. An Unusual Event (UE) was officially
declared at 2000 hours on September 8, 1997. The shutdown was uneventful, both units entered

Mode 5, Cold Shutdown, on September 10, 1997, and the UE was terminated.

, Following shutdown, Condition Report (CR) 97-02472 was initiated on September 13, 1997,

stating that the design basis for the containment crane wall, as it relates to containment floodup

calculations, could not be reproduced. The incomplete design basis pertained to the degree that

the containment crane wall is assumed to communicate water between the RCS loop

compartment and the pipe annulus region.

Licensee Event Report (LER) 50-315/97-017-00 (Unit 1) and LER 50-316/97-005-00 (Unit 2),
were submitted on October 8, 1997. The LERs described the concern of insufficient inventory of
water in the containment recirculation, sump as a condition outside of the CNP design basis that

resulted in a required shutdown under the T/S. On November 17, 1997, follow-up
LER 50-315/97-017-01 (Unit 1) and LER 50-316/97-005-01 (Unit 2) were submitted. As further

stated in the LERs, the root cause of this event was determined to be lack of thorough review.

The. previously performed engineering reviews did 'not evaluate the impact of flow diversions

into the inactive sump regions of the containment.

On September 19, 1997, the NRC issued Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) No. RIII-97-011.

CAL Item 1, "Recirculation Sump Inventory/Containment Dead Ended Compartments," required

Indiana Michigan Power Company (I&M) to perform "analyses ... to demonstrate that the

recirculation sump level is adequate to prevent vortexing, or {to make] appropriate

modifications" prior to restart ofany CNP unit.

The strategy to resolve CAL Item 1 included performing analyses using the MAAP4 (Modular
Accident Analysis Program, Version 4) computer code to dynamically calculate ice condenser

ice melt. In addition to taking credit for ice condenser ice melt, leakage from the RCS, and

safety injection accumulator inventory, was credited in the analyses to provide additional water

inventory over that provided by the RWST alone. The original CNP licensing basis analyses

were based on determining water inventory in the containment recirculation sump using RWST

minimum deliverable volume only.
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On October 21, 1997, I&Msubmitted letter AEP:NRC:0900L, "Request for Exigent Technical

Specification Amendment, Technical Specification 3/4.6.5 Ice Weight and Surveillance

Requirement and Technical Specification 3/4.5.5 Basis Refueling Water Storage Tank Change."

This submittal requested approval for increasing the required minimum ice condenser ice weight

to support the new containment recirculation sump inventory analyses. The submittal also

provided the results of the analyses for determining the water inventory in the containment

recirculation sump using MAAP4, and crediting water inventory from the RWST, ice condenser

ice melt, RCS leakage, and safety injection accumulators.

On January 2, 1998, the NRC issued Amendment No.220 to Facility Operating License

No. DPR-58 and Amendment No. 204 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-74 for CNP Units

1 and 2, respectively. These amendments approved the increase in both the minimum required

ice weight per ice basket and the total minimum required ice weight. In addition, the T/S Bases

were revised to resolve the unreviewed safety question related to taking credit for ice melt,

leakage from the RCS, and safety injection accumulator inventory when determining adequate

containment recirculation sump inventory.

, In letter AEP:NRC:1260GQ, "Withdrawal of Response to Issue No. 1 of the NRC Confirmatory

Action Letter of September 19, 1997, RIII-97-011," dated March 17, 1999, IAM withdrew

previous responses to CAL Item l. This was because of the identification of potentially
nonconservative assumptions used in the previous analyses provided. In letter

. AEP:NRC:1260GH, "Enforcement Actions 98-150, 98-151, 98-152 and 98-186 —Reply to

Notice of Violation Dated October 13, 1998," dated March 19, 1999, ISLAM committed to

reevaluating the analyses used to resolve the CAL Item 1 concerns. This submittal requests

approval ofT/S changes required to implement the revised analyses associated with resolution of
CAL Item l.

ifi ti s ve 'n e ie

IAM has determined that physical plant modifications are necessary to ensure sufficient

containment recirculation sump water inventory. The planned modifications are being

implemented in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, and NRC approval of these

modifications is not anticipated to be required. However, they are described in this submittal to

assist in the review of the proposed T/S changes. These design changes include the following:

1. Available RWST contained inventory will be increased by modifying the RWST overflow

line to increase the overflow level, and increasing the span of the RWST level

instrumentation. This will provide approximately 25,500 gallons additional minimum

deliverable volume. The planned modifications preserve existing operator margins to the

RWST overflow level, RWST minimum vortexing level, and the required net positive

suction head level for the ECCS pumps and the CTS pumps„
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2. The actuation signal for the containment air recirculation/hydrogen skimmer (CEQ) fans will
be changed from containment pressure - high-high to containment pressure - high, and the

time delay for the CEQ fan start will be reduced from 9+ 1 minutes to 120+ 12 seconds.

This increases the flow ofsteam and air through the ice condenser during the early stages of a

small break LOCA, increasing resultant ice melt and ensuring earlier hydrogen mixing and

circulation.

This modification will also change the actuation signal of the component cooling water

supply and return valves for the CEQ fan motors from containment pressure - high-high to

containment pressure - high with no time delay. The hydrogen skimmer valves providing
suction to the CEQ fans from the lower containment compartments open when the CEQ fans

are started, and therefore will open upon a containment pressure - high signal with a time

delay of 120 + 12 seconds.

3. Penetrations willbe made in a containment partition wall separating the pipe annulus region
from the RCS loop compartment to allow water to freely flow between the areas (see

Figure 1). Therefore, any water entering the pipe annulus region will be available to the

containment recirculation sump.

4. The containment water level instrumentation will be improved to provide operators with a

more accurate level indication during and following switchover to cold leg recirculation.

a e t e v nt'nmet ec'rc
a'&M

has determined that specific analyses are necessary to demonstrate sufficient containment

recirculation sump water inventory. The analyses address the planned modifications described

above, associated changes to the accident analyses input assumptions, and the existing design

features of the plant. The analyses performed are described in Attachments 7 through 10. The

analyses demonstrate that the proposed T/S changes ensure sufficient water inventory in the

containment recirculation sump, and form the basis for requesting approval of these changes.
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Figure 1 - Containment Layout at Elevation 598'-9.375"
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